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		Knowing how to use your Windows operating system features is key to a successful computing experience. With Windows 8, even those who have used Windows for years will find that they have quite a few new features and interface changes to get used to. This book is designed to give you a simple-touse visual reference that has you using Windows 8 right away.

	This book will help you understand the new Windows 8 interface and its touchscreen capabilities, as well as directing you to some more traditional features so that you can use your existing knowledge of Windows to ease your learning curve. Whether you’ve used Windows before or are just starting out, this easy-to-understand book takes you through tasks step by step with a friendly visual interface that makes learning intuitive.
	
		Learn the simplest ways to get things done with Windows® 8!

	
		Here’s WHAT you’ll learn:

		
			Run your apps, and manage your calendar and contacts
	
			Explore the web, and send and receive email and messages
	
			Organize your files on the PC and in the cloud with Microsoft® SkyDrive®
	
			View, share, and store your own photos and videos
	
			Play games, manage your music, and watch movies
	
			Use maps to find directions and set your location


	
		Here’s HOW you’ll learn it:

		
			Jump in wherever you need answers
	
			Easy-to-follow STEPS and SCREENSHOTS show exactly what to do
	
			Handy TIPS teach new techniques and shortcuts
	
			Quick TRY THIS! exercises help apply what you learn right away
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Internet Research - IllustratedCourse Technology PTR, 2009

	Welcome to Internet Research—Illustrated,
	Fifth Edition. If this is your first experience with
	the Illustrated series, you’ll see that this book
	has a unique design: each skill is presented
	on two facing pages, with steps on the left
	and screens on the right. The layout makes it
	easy to learn a skill without having to...
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The Mathematics of Coding TheoryPrentice Hall, 2003

	This book is intended to be accessible to undergraduate students with two
	years of typical mathematics experience, most likely meaning calculus with a little
	linear algebra and differential equations. Thus, specifically, there is no assumption
	oLa background inabstr&;t algebra or number theory, nor of probability, nor of
	linear...
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Between Crown and Commerce: Marseille and the Early Modern Mediterranean (The Johns Hopkins University Studies in Historical and Political Science)The Johns Hopkins University, 2011

	Between Crown and Commerce examines the relationship between French royal statecraft, mercantilism, and civic republicanism in the context of the globalizing economy of the early modern Mediterranean world.


	This is the story of how the French Crown and local institutions accommodated one another as they sought to forge...
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Gsm and Personal Communications Handbook (Artech House Mobile Communications Library)Artech House Publishers, 1998
Here is the most comprehensive reference available on GSM applications and services that?s intended to build on -- not replace -- the basic technical information in the authors? original bestseller, An Introduction to GSM. The book provides a close-up look at this hot technology, offers in-depth discussions of the features and services available...
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All City: The Book about Taking SpaceEcw Press, 2003

	This is no art-gallery graffiti. Going all-city is about leaving your mark, taking space, and then taking more. Featuring stunning photographs and interviews with legendary graffiti writers from around the world, All-City takes an inside look at the lives, motives, tools, and techniques of some of the most obsessive vandals of all time....
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Beginning Ajax with PHP: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2006
Ajax  breathes new life into web applications by transparently communicating and manipulating data in conjunction with a server-based technology. Of all the server-based technologies capable of working in conjunction with Ajax, perhaps none are more suitable than PHP, the world's most popular scripting language.

Beginning Ajax with...
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